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Abstract 
We sketch some recent results in the perturbation theory of the matrix eigen- 
value problems AZ = Xz and Az = XBz for multiple eigenvalues. Two quite 
different approaches - generalizing the Bauer-Fike Theorem and differentiating 
the eigensystems - have been used. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The perturbation theory of the matrix eigenvalue problem Az = &r has been investigated 
by many. For simple eigenvalues, the theory is well-understood and condition numbers 
are available in closed form [lo]. For eigenvectors and invariant subspaces (of multiple 
eigenvalues), much work has been done by Stewart [6]. For multiple eigenvalues, how- 
ever, the available results are more qualitative than quantitative, and the corresponding 
condition numbers are not available (see [2]). 
For the generalized eigenvalue problem Ax = XBz, a lot less work has been done - 
for the rotation of invariant subspaces through perturbations and the perturbation theory 
of positive definite or diagonalizable matrix-pencils, some results have been proved by 
Stewart [7]. The problem for defective multiple eigenvalues has not been considered until 
recently [3]. 
Parallel to the developments in perturbation theory of matrix eigenvalue problems, 
engineers have been looking at the similar problem of differentiating the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of A(p)x(p) = X(p)x(p), with respect to some parameter vector p [5,8]. 
Again, only results for simple eigenvalues and their eigenvectors are available. 
Notice that the derivative of an eigenvalue at p = 0 is an asymptotic condition number 
for the eigenvalue, and condition numbers are just upper bounds of the derivatives. 
In this letter, we shall outline some recent results by the author, on the perturbation 
theory for multiple eigenvalues of both the ordinary and generalized matrix eigenvalue 
problems [2,3], and the derivatives of such eigenvalues [4]. 
In what follows, let X{.} denote the spectrum of a matrix, and I] . 11 be the 1, 2, F or 
m-norm. (F indicates the Frobenius norm.) I, is the m x m identity matrix. 
2 BAUER-FIKE THEOREMS FOR Az = Xx 
Let 2 = X-lAX = diag{Ai} b e a block diagonal canonical decomposition of A (with 
the Jordan canonical form a special example). Here Ai = Di + Ni, with Di = Xi&,, and 
Ni being strictly upper triangular (and thus nilpotent). 
The generalized Bauer-Fike Theorem (Theorems 2, 3 and 3A in [2]) can be stated as 
follows : 
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THEOREM 1 For j E X{A + 6A}, one has 
IX - Xk] = *n Ii - Xi] < max{&, 0:‘“) , (I) 
where 02 = C]jbAl] . K(X), K(X) _= ]fX]] . I/X-‘11. Here p denotes the dimension of Ak, 
with the maximum maxi ]](Ai - XI)-‘]] occurring at i = k. The constant C is equal to 
c::; IIWI” 9 an eneral, but when A is in Jordan canonical form, we have C = p. 
Theorem 1 holds for perturbation 6A of any size, and can be further generalized to cope 
with a cluster of eigenvalues when the size of 6A is restricted (Theorem 4 in [2]) : 
THEOREM 2 Let YHAX = diag{hi,Az} , with (e)H denoting the Hermitian, A1 
beingnl bynl,andX=[X1,Xz],Y=[Yl,Yz],withYHX=I . 
Assume that X{hl} and x{Az} a_re disjoint, /loA]] zs small enough (in the sense of 
[2,6]), and X{Ai} is perturbed to X{Ai} E X{A + 6A}, one has 
min ]I\ - Xii] 5 ,9t’r1 + 0(]]6A]]2/P1) , 
a’ (2) 
where i E X(x,}, Xld E x{Ai}, pi is the dimension of the largest diagonal sub-block in 
Al, and 03 = Cll~Allil-,i;: = I]XllI~]]KII, with C defined similarly as in Theorem 1 or equal 
to pl when A1 is in Jordan canonical form. 
From Theorems 1 and 2, the condition numbers will be of the form PIE(X) or pliE, and 
the detailed results are consistent with those of others, e.g. [lo]. 
3 BAUER-FIKE THEOREMS FOR Az = XBz 
Consider the generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP) with a regular matrix pencil in the 
symmetric form : XpAz = X,Bz, where the classical eigenvalue X = X,/A,. 
The corresponding Kronecker canonical [3] form will be 
YHAX = diag{A,,, Jol,}, YHBX = diag{Ns,, A@,} (3) 
The A’s are usually defined to be identity matrices, but here they are just diagonal. 
The Jordan blocks J,, and Np, correspond to the structures of the finite and infinite 
eigenvalues respectively. 
Let (Jo, &) be a generalized eigenvalue in the generalized spectrum 
X{(A + SA), (B + SB)}, perturbed from (X,, X,) E X{A, B}. In addition, we have the 
notations : 
fi = ll&&>llz, z/ = lI(~a,&3>ll2, A2 = llW12 + llW12, 
k = IlXll. IlYll, e = CiA, p{(ia,~p);(X,,X,)} = Ix+,~x~Aa~ , 
where p is the chordal metric, and the constant C will be defined later in Theorem 3. 
The generalized Bauer-Fike Theorem (Theorem 2 in [3]) for the GEVP can be stated 
as follows : 
THEOREM 3 Let the minimum of Ia& - bi,] over all (a, b) E X{A, B} be occurring 
at (&, Xs). We then have 
p{(ia, is); (X,, Xs)} 5 (i, = y-l . max{e”, B”lir} (4) 
where p and q are the dimensions of largest Jordan sub-blocks in Ja, and Np, in (3) 
respectively, and r and C are defined in four diflerent cases as : 
(A) Finite eigenvalues perturbed to finite eigenvalues : r = C = p; 
(B) Finite eigenvalues perturbed to infinite eigenvalues : r = l,C = ~‘1~; 
(C) Infinite eigenvalues perturbed to nonzero eigenvalues : r = C = q; 
(0) Infinite eigenvalues perturbed to zero eigenvalues : r = l,C = q’12. 
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Theorem 3 holds for perturbations of any size, and can be generalized, similar to The- 
orem 2, to deal with clusters of eigenvalues under asymptotic perturbations. The per- 
turbation bounds and other related results in perturbation theory in [3] are consistent 
with known ones (e.g. in [7]). Condition numbers for the eigenvalues will be of the form 
Ckv-l or (CZ)‘lp~-l. 
4 DERIVATIVES OF EIGENSYSTEMS 
The derivatives of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a general matrix depending on 
several parameters have been studied by many (see [5,8] and the references therein). 
Unfortunately, the most general situation when the eigenvalue is multiple (especially 
when it is defective) has not been fully investigated. 
In [4], the approach by Sun [8] for diagonalizable matrices was generalized to cope 
with defective multiple eigenvalues. 
We are considering Am = X(p)x(p) f or some parameter vector p. Let 
YHA(0)X = diag{Al,Az}, X = [Xi,Xz], Y = [Yr,Ys], YHX = I . 
Let Al contain the particular set of multiple eigenvalues in which we are interested. Then 
denoting the partial derivative operator & by &, one has [4] 
where 1 is the dimension of Al. Note that defective eigenvalues are not differentiable, 
but the trace or the average eigenvalue is. 
For the corresponding invariant subspaces, we have 
&Xl(O) = Xz .11-l {Y2H&A(0)X,} , &YIH(0) = ir,-l {Yl”&A(O)X,} . YzH , (6) 
with the Sylvester operators defined as ‘z;(V) = VA1 - AzV, 727;(V) = AlV - I/As. The 
operators z’s are invertible as we require Ai’s to have nonintersecting spectra. 
For the second derivative, we have 
~2A3,e?-(0) 1 
8Pi dPj = itr 
Higher derivatives can be written in terms of lower ones. 
The technique can also be generalized to cope with derivatives of the GEVP, which 
do not seem to have been investigated at all. The results will be appearing elsewhere. 
5 COMPUTATION OF DERIVATIVES 
Various direct and iterative methods can be derived from the results in the last section 
for the computation of derivatives of eigensystems [4]. E.g. the direct methods derived 
from Equations (5) and (6) : 
with &Xi = X2&Z and aiYIH = diWYzH, are similar to the direct methods (for simple 
eigenvalues) discussed in [5]. Here we follow the convention that V7z = 7z{ V). Recall 
from Equation (5) that aiX,“,,(O) can then be obtained from aiAl(O). 
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For iterative methods [1,5,9], available algorithms and the corresponding convergence 
analysis only dealt with simple or non-defective eigenvalues. The iterative method in 
[1,9] can be generalized to deal with a dominant multiple eigenvalue : 
&A?) = X,+ {&.A. X1 - 7 {&X,(‘)}} , 7{V} = VA1 - AV ; 
and 
&x(k+l) = 
1 1 &A . X1 + A . &X,ck) - X1 . &A;k’] Al1 , 
assuming the Al is invertible, and with (.)+ d enoting the Penrose generalized inverse. 
Again, derivatives of the average eigenvalue can be obtained from &Al(O). 
An important and interesting implication from the results in Section 4 is that the 
iteration process can be simplified to the form 
@+‘)A1 = &A@), A@) = aiZ@+l) _ aiZ(“, , 
when one realizes that XF&Xr = 0 and it is much simpler to iterate with &Z (or 
Ack)) rather than &X 1. It also simplifies the convergence analysis, and general multiple 
eigenvalues can be treated as a result. 
Another important implication is that the results in Section 4 also hold for simple 
eigenvalues as well as a cluster of simple and multiple eigenvalues. The generalized 
Rayleigh quotient A1 will have to be block-diagonalized further to yield information on 
the individual eigenvalues. The iterative methods in [1,9] can then be generalized to yield 
the simultaneous and inverse simultaneous iterations for the cluster of eigenvalues (see 
details in [4] and forthcoming publications). 
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